Think Tank of Science Advice
Montreal, June 10, 2014
Summary
On June 10, 2014, the Chief Scientist of Quebec held an international Chief Scientists and Opinion
Leaders meeting in Montreal to discuss, compare, and challenge strategic approaches used by
different countries and networks to deliver high level scientific advice to their respective
governments or organizations. More importantly, they brought to the Chief Scientists and
Opinion Leaders table their knowledge, experience, expertise and creative ideas, components of
success of the roundtable.
In his opening remarks the Chief Scientist of Quebec introduced the national and international
science and science policy journalists from Canada and the United Kingdom as “the people who
look at us and speak about us”. In their respective individual presentations that followed, the
speakers summarized the structure of science policy and advice in their respective
countries/constituencies. The science advisors representing India, Japan, the Unites States,
Belgium, Canada, Quebec, and the International Council for Science presented their own models
respectively.
The presentations constituted a natural introduction to the roundtable that followed; it was an
open discussion on the pros and cons of existing models and the best means to provide reliable
science advice to governments.
The following sums up the discussions:
 Opt for a non-political appointment of Chief Scientists;
 Analyze the advantages and disadvantages of decentralized science advice in government
vs. the existence of a chief scientist. Analyze the existing situation in the private and public
arenas;
 Determine whether bringing science to government or letting government rule science;
 Consider science advice as the 5th arm of any government;
 Bridge the gap between science advice and politics. Educate policy makers. Organize a 5050 meeting with policymakers and scientists (via UN Science Board). Make a tool out of
research funding taxes (used to promote science outcomes and results) as an incentive to
influence impact;
 Emphasize the importance of basic research;
 Build science policy advice on research integrity;
 Support efficient and sound science policy advice with an evidence-based data;

 Engage with stakeholders is key in making science policy and decision-making, as the
ultimate beneficiary is the human kind and its future generations;
 Build a network whose main objective is building advice, taking into account the political
environment;
 Develop science journalism through educational programs. Strategically mobilize the
public by engaging science media in diffusing science. Build public support for science.
Work with media to help make science credible (issue or exaggeration in press releases);
 Build international science metrics for developing knowledge-based economies;
 Develop science advice in diplomacy (could create a metric based on GDP of the country);
 Engage young generation who have entrepreneurial drive. Use social media;
 Create a federation of science journalists that will allow linking developed and developing
countries;
 Seek crisis unit people in science advice.
In conclusion, the participants agreed that science and science advices are crucial in the viability
of our economies, our health, and our lives, as well as essential for transparent governance.
Whether delivered through a CSO or an alternative model approach, it is key to secure advice
from reliable sources or credible individuals.
As the meeting took place in the context of the Conference of Montreal it was also an
opportunity for the participants to be part of different activities of the International Forum of the
Americas.
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